Sacramento UASI Meeting Minutes
August 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2023

1. Welcome & Introductions
   
   Lt. Bui intro of Captain Dan Monk and attendees.

2. Public Comments
   
   Open for public comments – No comments

3. THIRA & SPR Update - Bui
   
   There has been a lot of talk between the UASIs on transparency with FEMA/DHS. Some information is based on threat incidents, which can be classified as Top Secret. Requested FEMA/DHS to provide examples on what kind of information they are asking for.

   In addition, there are the national priorities that change each year. Sometimes it may not align with our local needs.

   Risk assessments are partially created by data provided by the Fusion Center. It gets collected by Haystax, which then gets sent to the Feds. NY did a deep dive into their data sets to determine if there was a gap in data. Found more relevant data that took them 300 hours of analysis. We need to do that for us. We may call upon the agencies to get data; if you get a request for information that’s what its about.

4. Terrorism Conference Takeaways and Potential Future Training - Bui
   
   THIRA/SPR – Area assets such as, but are not limited to, agriculture, manufacturing, wine and dairy industry, special events. Need to assess for others that we don’t know about.

   Also had a working group meeting with Haystax to do a deep dive on identifying capability gaps Please attend when those meetings so that we can get a more broad and accurate assessment.

   New national priority, election security. UASIs discussed that they are unsure about how to invest in this at this time. Counties please talk to your Election Offices to determine the needs.

   Human Trafficking – we should have training for community members, teachers, parents, social workers on how to ID indicators for intervention.
Option based training for schools beyond active shooters training. Drills, exercises, simulations, train under stress, empower to act.

Browning - There are CISA and government websites for training options
https://www.cisa.gov/ and Improve School Safety and Security

Cybulski

Cross Sector Collaborations – having relationships set between OEM and UASIs, between exercises

Mass immigrations/asylum

- immigration how do you accept thousands of people and address it
- information usually comes from commercial drivers
- prepare migration plan to help reduce people living on the streets

For large scale events or disasters, improvement can be made in cataloging our resources and contact utilizing programs such an Oracle based product to have access to up-to-date info.

Airport exercises needed

Hounihan

Figure out how to develop out more information in real time crime centers

Other classes were misinformation/disinformation, which helped to push out information on addressing this area

Budget class was really good.

Bui – depending on funding, may have more SMEs attend the conference.

Browning – UAS Operations based, detection, interdiction presentations will be released by next week.
Training covered privately manufactured drones such as kits, 3D printing/ghost drones. NYPD once they ID the drone, they ID where the operator is, and zone in on the operator. Also discussed, the cyber portion of access to drones

Bui – we would benefit from bring drone training here

Browning – New Mexico Tech now has new training courses related to drones that require no fee.
5. Training, Exercises, and Equipment update - Browning
   a. Close Quarter Combat – coming up this will be the 4th class.
   b. Explosive Breacher - to take place in Monterey
   c. Bui - Tomahawk Close Quarter Clearing course – this is a very challenging course that is meant for skilled SWAT operators. The instructor has been known to dismiss students who can’t keep up.
   d. Simunition Training – to take place in August. Students will become the experts and trainers
   e. Special Events – Next week is the 2nd class...per Jason Winger class almost full with 47 of 50 students registered...picking up peripheral groups to attend at Sutter Health Parks. (Update, there are 11 spots left, so please contact Lt. Winger if you are interested)
   f. Hazmat Materials A-G : Tentative for end of August. 26 students from SFD, Metro, Roseville, Placer
      1. Daly – it will go to the agencies to pick their attendees

6. Training in Development
   a. Behavioral Threat Assessment
      • Schools – Western Placer/Rocklin & El Dorado
      • Private Businesses/Government
      • Henry – can we get a contact, Randy to reach out
      • Winger – we just did one awhile back, but we found out we need to find out who the teams are so they can work as a collective, we want to have a plan so we can have the right people.
   b. Advanced Tac Med
   c. EMERGENCY, FIRE, and LAW ENFORCEMENT courses – See PowerPoint

7. Exercises
   a. Active Shooter Tabletop for colleges (4) Spring 2024
   b. Tubular Assault Functional Exercises (2)
   c. Large scale incidents – OEM/OES, Power Grid Security (2) – 2024 delivery

8. Community Resilience
   a. Active Threat for Business/Community – supplementing contract for 8 more courses
   b. El Dorado Search & Rescue Ropes course
   c. Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) – River Flood Awareness

9. Equipment – Regional Assets Acquisition - see PowerPoint

10. Proposed Investment – FUSUS discussion
    a. Suggested Winger to have sub-committee discussion with participating agencies and then have presentation to the UAWG and Steering Committee for funding

11. Public Health – still need more representation in this field
12. 2024 Budget Draft
   a. Request for UAWG members to bring forth project proposals before end of year – Training, Exercises, and Equipment

13. Established Regional Training & Exercises Working Group (2023)

14. Questions
   a. Daly – is there a way to see what classes are coming up? Bui- working on re-establishing our website since we are going through the contract renewal process. In the meantime, we can set up a Google Doc. But, we have also been in contact with our Fusion Center to have our training presented on their website. Winger – NCRIC has training from all sorts of organizations posted on their website. Bui will follow up.